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A ntonio Vives y Escuderos’s major numismatic
work, “MONEDAS de las DINASTÍAS ARÁBIGO

ESPAÑOLAS” came out of the printer of the Real
Academia de la Historia in 1893. In spite of the passage
of time and the many excellent works published
thereafter covering the different periods of the coinage
struck in alAndalus Vives’s corpus still stands the test of
time as a very useful reference and is to date the only
work that covers the totality of the nearly eight centuries
of Arabic coinage in the Iberian Peninsula.

The first question that would reasonably come to any
reader's mind is, what is the point of a graphic
representation of the registered yearly known silver
coins, dirhams, of the Independent Emirate and
Caliphate based on a work completed so very long ago,
that is more than a century and two decades ago!
Undoubtedly the coins that have appeared since then are
probably in many cases exponentially more than the
ones registered by Vives. This is especially so since the
massive introduction of the metal detector in Spain and
Portugal some four decades ago coupled, it must be
said, with rigid legislations not conducive to encouraging
the declaration of the resulting uncontrolled finds. All this
ensuing situation has lead in practice to the unfortunate
near total loss of the pertinent quantitative information by
museums, archeologists or numismatists. This dire
situation would make any graph based on the present
officially registered information a completely unbalanced
one and as such quite objectively useless as built on too
small a sample. In contrast Vives’ count, fruit of a very
different time and context, is very ample, not to say, very
balanced in its wide sampling of the coins known at his
time. It included not only all the pertinent museums of
Europe, but also the multiple private collections of the
time, treasure troves and even the notes of the major
numismatists of the period and diverse rubbings of coins,
etc... This can be clearly seen on the extensive listing of
his sources in pages LXXXXVIIXC under the tile, “Indice
de rarezas y precios de las monedas descritas” that can
be seen in fig. 15. It is in reason of the very wide balance
of sources in Vives’s listing, which presently for the above
stated reasons we unfortunately no longer enjoy, that we
have thought interesting to use his dated information to
structure the fig. 2 graph in the hope that it perhaps gives
us a more objective comparative idea as to the relative
proportion of coins known for any one year or period as
compared to any another year or period. This
proportional information is undoubtedly to be used with
great caution due to the stated limitations obviously
inherent to it.

TThhee DDiirrhhaammss ((aanndd DDiinnaarrss)) iissssuueedd
dduurriinngg tthhee UUmmaayyyyaadd EEmmiirraattee aanndd CCaalliipphhaattee iinn AAllAAnnddaalluuss

aaccccoorrddiinngg ttoo tthhee iinnddeexx ooff VViivveess
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The above graphics1 permits us, within its obvious above stated limitations, to attempt a panoramic view of the
whole Emirate period. We can observe that in the early years, with some significant ups and downs, there is a
more or less stable production.Then on after the early difficulties of alHakam’s emirate were overcome there is a
very significant increase from 196 onwards which lasts till the year 200. There also seems to be a significant
increase from the year 217 till 241, a period of stability covering the central period of ‘Abd alRaḥmān’s II tenure to
the first part of that of Muḥammad I.This is followed by a drastic fall of production till its practical disappearance in
the period of ‘Abd Allāh. As a curiosity, or perhaps of some significance, is a seeming relative increase in coinage
at the beginning date of every decade (220,230,240,250, 260,270).

1
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The coinage of ‘Abd alRaḥmān I (138172/755788) seems to be at the beginning of his emirate very sporadic and
rare, reflecting the extreme difficulty he faced in establishing his power base. Dirhams only appear with regularity
after the year 150. His dirham’s have visually their own particular style but nevertheless maintain, probably very
intentionally, the strict anonymity and typology that his ancestors, the Damascus Omayyads, as established in the
monetary reform of ‘Abd alMalik in 77/696. The graphics show a relative fall of production after 154 till 160 with a
significant punctual dip in 158. After 160 the production can be considered as stable. For lack of chronicled or
archaeological evidence the answer as to the important question as to from where this upstart emir got the silver to
strike such a significant amount of coinage is hypothetical. Nevertheless, the fact that no coins of the Dependent
Emirate (that is of those of the the twentytwo or so governors that ruled alAndalus before him) have ever been
found in the multiple registered treasure troves of the Independent Emirate would indicate a massive melt down of
the coinage of his predecessors which in part would explain their relative rarity.

The very brief reign of Hisham I (172180/788796) only permits us to see a fall in production in the years 175/176
with a recuperation from 177 onwards.
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The beginning of the emirate of alḤakam I ( 180206/796821) is marked by very dangerous revolts specially in his
capital Cordoba, this seems to be reflected in the very low dirham production of those early dates, while the
progressive rise of production from 195 onwards could be reflecting a clear stabilization of his hold onto power
maintaining very high peaks from the years 195 to 199 and a stable production thereafter.

The advent to power of ‘Abd alRaḥman II (206238/821852) starts with a relative fall of production with a
recuperation in the triennium 217219 and from there on there is a very good rate of production till the exceptionally
high one of 237.
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The graphics of the yearly striking of coins by Muḥammad I (238273/852886) evidence
more than any other the vicissitudes and upheavals of his emirate. It starts with a very high
relative level of production as if inherited form that of his father, a production which very
rapidly declines as a reflection of the generalized rebellions that rapidly extend throughout
the realm. There seems within this general decline a relative rises in production, of possible
significance, marking the dates 250, 260 and 270.

With the advent to power of AlMundir (273275/886888) and then ‘Abd Allāh (275300/888912) there
was a radical fall in the minting of dirhams for the first half dozen years followed by the total
disappearance of coinage thereafter, evidence that backs the chronicled registry that the control of
territory by these rulers did not extend much beyond the city walls of Cordoba. In fact the mint would
remain completely closed for more than four decades and a half until its reestablishment by ‘Abd al
Raḥmān III in 316/928929.
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In this panoramic view of the whole Caliphate, starting with the reopening of the mint after more than four
decades of closure in 316, we can clearly observe that the production starts to be more or less stable only from
the year 331 onwards, with a very a significant increase coinciding with the transfer of the mint from Cordoba to
the new palatial city of Madīnat AlZahrā` in 336. Later on production rises to levels never before reached during
the first decade of AlḤakam ‘s reign and starts to descend till the early part of the reign of Hishām where
production seems to suffer a complete close down from 371 to 377 . From that last date on the production again
rises to the maximums that are above that of all the previous all previous years and this significant quantity seems
to be maintained up to the great fitna of 399.This would be indicative that the wealth of the society and state was
such that even during that destructive civil war there was, for a couple of years, enough silver around for a very
high rate of production.This brutal civil war would soon lead to the plundering of the wealth the state and that of its
citizenry and lead in just a couple of years to the swift collapse of Umayyad Caliphate and with it the end of
centralized minting in alAndalus.
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The coinage of 'Abd alRaḥmān III starts in 316 in his recently opened mint with what
seems to be a very limited production and on which coins he first takes on the humble
title of Amir. A title to be raised in the next year to that of Imam in clear imitation of the
same taken by the ruler of the rival Fatimid dynasty recently founded in Ifrīqiya.The rate
of production in this new mint does not seem to reach a stable rate until after 330. In the
year 336 coinciding with the transfer of the mint to Madīnat alZahrā’ the production
reaches new levels not seen before in alAndalus descending slowly at the end of his
reign.

Production takes off again in a stable manner right after the first year of the reign of alḤakam II to later start
decreasing after the year 362.
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In the early period of Hishām II (never more than a figure head for the underlying 'Amirid
dynasty) the production of coinage begins to decrease to completely vanish from 371 till 378,
this marks the complete disappearance of known coinage during six whole years and for
which, to date, it is difficult to find an acceptable historical explanation. After 378 the
production of dirhams rises rapidly to levels well above the highest of the previous periods
only to be interrupted by the great fitna (civil war) resulting, at what was the height of its
power, in the sudden collapse and disappearance of the Umayyad state.

The period of the fitna is characterized by a large production of coinage which seems to be maintained until the
sacking of Cordoba in 403 and consequent collapse and defacto disappearance of the Umayyad state and its mint.
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A comparison between the two periods, the Emirate and the Caliphate, would seem to indicate that the total
production of dirhams during the Caliphate was significantly much larger, for equal periods of time, than that of the
Emirate. But note should be taken that the dirhams of the Emirate had generally a significantly higher silver content
than that of the Caliphate; on average percentage terms in the higher 80’s or more near the 90’s for the Emirate and is
in the middle or lower 70’s for the Caliphate.

It is significant to note that in the period of profound and violent rebellions during the last part of the Emirate there is a
consequent and understandable more than 40 year period without any dirham been struck, this contrast with a
mysterious gap in the Caliphate coinage where there is lack of known coins for a period of six years (372377) but
which is probably directly related to the massive disruption caused by Buluggin ibn Ziri’s successful proFatimid raid
(36873/97984) across all North Africa and in which he conquered both Sidjilmasa and Fas. This lack of coins from
the mint of Cordoba could well indicate that not only the gold for that mint came from North Africa but also a significant
part of its silver.
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The graph of the gold coinage of the caliphate based on Vives’ tables is a little more problematic as many new
dates for that period have been added since the publication of his corpus in 1893.The graph is still of interest as
the new coinage are numerically rare, usually single entries on some dates . Of special interest is the observation
that the scarcity of gold coinage in some periods is closely related to the relative control over the immediate North
African area that the Caliphate is able to exert. This is seemingly related to the various Fatimid raids in the area
and local changes of allegiances.This could de indicating that the provenance of most, if not all, of the gold for the
mint of Cordoba was related to the import of subSaharan gold.

CALIPHATE DINARS
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BRIEF CONCLUSIONS:

All these graphs should, as before repeatedly indicated, be used with great caution and be taken in the best of cases
as only roughly indicative of possible trends. Knowing the approximate number of coins emitted in any one date is
most probably, not to say surely, an impossible task due to a lack of the necessary verifiable data and the multiplicity
of possible variables affecting production that would be at play at any one time.This “why it cannot be done” was well
explained in Buttrey’s (1993, 1994) two important articles. Notwithstanding the comparative study of the various coin
dies for any given period as the solution to production numbers still has its very firm ‘believers’, and it has been in the
last decades in ‘scientific fashion' to publish many such inconclusive studies, articles which rarely, if ever, refer in their
bibliography to the two cited articles. Any mathematical model no matter how meticulous and well constructed is not a
‘credo’ and will be no better than the original premises on which it is constructed as Buttrey’s two articles attempt to
show.

The Arabic chronicles relating to alAndalus will mislead us if we take them literally, for example the annual tax
revenue registered in them is stated in many multiple of millions of dinars, or dinardarahim during some much quoted
periods of the Umayyad rule.These fabulous and impossible sums as far as coinage numbers (and the total precious
metal weights they represent) should not be taken literally as referring to actual physically minted denominations.
These sums would probably be an accounting estimation of the theoretical market value of what had been collected
and not represent actual coin numbers. In an imminently agricultural economy the farmer would pay his dues directly
with the part of his produce that the state had imposed upon him, be it wheat, barley, sheep, cattle or whatever the
agricultural products produced was.The over monetization of past economies is a modern bias projected backwards.
To think that it was done in actual coins is simply not practical, or credible, as the said farmers would all have to sell,
for example, their yearly grain production at the same exact time as all the other producers and that would flood the
market in such a total way as to make his product practically worthless.Not forgetting that the state itself would be one
of the main and direct consumers of those same agricultural products it had supposedly taken in as taxation and it
makes no sense that it should first take it in as coinage only to have to buy those same products again on the market.




